
WHO is OPT/NET BV?
Deep Tech and Space Tech startup, alumni of 

We build AI-driven platforms that help our clients extract 
time-critical insights from massive volumes of data with minimum human effort

Our patented process allows our platform to autonomously 
detect, cluster, label and recognise complex patterns 
from any time-series data streams in real time

taras@opt-net.eu
www.opt-net.eu
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OPT/NET AI PLATFOMRS

AI-Driven Operator 
Support System

Sensor + Geospatial Data
Analytics Platform

Geospatial Data 
analytics platform

All products built on OPT/NET’s core patented anomaly detection technology with use
of the ‘know-how' and funding from ESA in scope of Technology Transfer Programme
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Overview of the OPT/NET AI Engine (GOLDEN-AI) / OCLI
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Processing & automation capabilities of GOLDEN-AI 

► Making Remote sensing data processing EASY and affordable

► The GOLDEN-AI platform, integrates AI Knowledge Packs (AI KPs), which are available
for specific use cases such as Mineral detection and Time series vegetation index
analysis for exploration and ecological monitoring of mining sites.

► Dedicated AI KPs integrates Analysis Ready Data (multi temporal heterogeneous open
or commercial EoD provided by Copernicus and contributing missions, respectively)



www.centurion-project.eu

COPERNICUS
DATACUBE AND AI
SERVICES FOR
SOCIETY, INDUSTRY
AND NEW MARKET
GENERATION

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme 
under the Grant Agreement No. 101004311.



Telecom Agriculture

Emergency 
Management

Oil & Gas
(infrastructure)

Initially developed with the European Space Agency & the University of Amsterdam, 
OPT/NET's products use the same core technology to provide services across multiple 
industries:

We work with any corporate that has a large volume 
of data & the need to rapidly extract critical insights
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BUSINESS STRATEGY
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Oil & Gas
by Shell

Smart Agri
by KPN 

Port Optimisation
by Port of Groningen 

Telecom 
by OPT/NET

Construction industry 
by Haas Koning

ANALYTICS
by OPT/NET

OPT/NET’s strategy is to enable customers & partners to 
develop Business Intelligence products for their own domains. 
Leverage our analytics platform (AI Knowledge as a Service) to 
create Business Intel. products rapidly & cost-effectively.
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GIS 
by Airbus D&S

A model which scales & has a strong retention mechanism

IP for the domain specific products can shared by the partner/client but needs 
OPT/NET AI platform license to run. 
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